OTT TV: an All-Out Attack on Subscriber Churn
OTT TV providers need to tackle churn just as urgently as pay TV companies, says P. Stephen
Lamont, Chairman, CEO, and co-founder of Arumai.
WE HEAR A LOT ABOUT CHURN IN TRADITIONAL PAY TV BUT HOW BIG A
CHALLENGE IS CHURN FOR OTT TV OPERATORS?
Both pay TV and OTT providers have churn as a main challenge. The main differences between
the two is closely related to payments and customer experience.
Regarding payments, most traditional pay TV providers have classic, invoice-based payments that
are highly predictable and standardized. In the OTT case, most consumers use credit cards to do
transactions. On average, these cards expire in three years, meaning you lose 3% monthly due to
payment failure alone.
Regarding the customer experience, pay TV providers have a predictable infrastructure as they
own the network, provide the set-top boxes etc. In OTT, this infrastructure or consumption
platform is unknown to the operator, as viewers may watch their content on desktop, mobile, via
apps or the web, with varying quality.
Ultimately, churn can be fatal. It isn’t unusual among the prospects that reach out to us to see churn
rates ranging from 20% to 40% (insofar as 20% of the studio/customer’s library, Arumai uses 30%
churn in the business case for its Cloud-Based Transcoding and Streaming for Media Companies
– Arumai TranStream™. Improving these metrics is essential to reach a positive ROI and continue
to grow your subscriber base year-on-year.
WHAT DO SVOD AND OTT TV COMPANIES NEED TO PUT IN PLACE TO PREDICT
CHURN WITH A DEGREE OF ACCURACY?
The answer sounds simple but it turns complex in practice.
Looking at this from an OTT service perspective, the quality standards need to be raised
significantly. Churn can become hard to control, as it can happen at any point during the customer
journey, due to various reasons like payment failure, a thin content catalogue, low engagement
levels, bad viewing experience, lack of customer support, etc.
Having a clear and comprehensive view on the full customer journey is a must. This journey starts
from the initial login or registration, choosing a payment method, and ends with interaction with
customer support.
Once you have mapped this flow, you need to consolidate the relevant data from all the available
data points, and build a 360° view of your users’ behavior, considering all the possible scenarios.
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For example, when you can see a case when a user hasn’t logged on in the past couple of months
and his payment card is expiring soon, you can design a campaign to retain that user.
HOW FAR CAN ANALYSIS OF CUSTOMER DATA HELP OTT OPERATORS
ADDRESS THE PROBLEM?
Arumai believes, very far. The analysis of customer data is critical and can help on many fronts.
At the start, it gives you a better insight of your users’ behavior. That gives you ammunition to
tackle churn. Knowing exactly why subscribers left can help you improve your service by finetuning your content strategy, improving streaming quality, adjusting your marketing targeting etc.
Once you master that practice, you can start to predict behavior. Just a few companies are currently
doing this well, and this will be key for the battle against the big guns, like Netflix and Amazon.
WHAT ARE EXAMPLES OF THE TYPES OF MEASURES CAN OTT TV PROVIDERS
PUT IN PLACE TO REDUCE CHURN?
Churn deserves a serious focus and a break-down of all the factors causing it. Once you understand
all the different causes and their impact levels, it’s easier to define an improvement plan. Currently,
most of the tech vendors focus on the payment-generated factors for churn, like transaction
failures, expired cards and low balances and set up mechanisms for streamlining that flow. This is
important, yet insufficient.
Arumai has identified two other critical groups of factors:
Engagement-generated or what defines the usage of your service: frequency and time of viewing,
quality of experience (buffering, start/pause).
Satisfaction-generated or what defines how happy viewers are with your service: the number of
support inquires, languages support, NPS score.
Once you master these three dimensions, you can truly tackle churn effectively.
What can Arumai specifically offer to help operators tackle churn?
Arumai opts for a constellation of Private OTT CDN’s (Arumai TranStream™ licensees only) for
a video focused, data-driven, 360° take on churn. We have the benefit of focusing strictly on longtail film, and that allows us to integrate the tech ecosystem into one solution and build a
comprehensive dashboard.
We are super-confident about our new, unique product, named ArumaiTranStream™. It empowers
OTT broadcasters to tackle churn at all the phases of the customer journey, from login, to payment,
consumption, ending with customer care.
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ArumaiTranStream™ has integration with authentication, payment, front-end, QoE, and
marketing solutions to achieve this. It’s all about prediction and action.
We consolidate all these data points and present the insights via an easy-to-digest dashboard
designed for the OTT decision maker. Together with the prediction tools, decision makers are fully
equipped to take actions that reduce churn, minimize workload and optimize ROI.
ARUMAI TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Arumai is the only leading, independent, pure play OTT products and solutions company in the
industry today. Arumai's grounding breaking OTT Video Suite of products and video frame
manipulation techniques, proprietary streaming systems and methods make any video content
universally enjoyable in high quality on any screen, by any viewer, across any network, at any
time enabling a pure play OTT products and solutions company. Arumai TranStream™ is designed
to deliver millions of content streams to mobile phones/handhelds, tablets/laptops/PCs, Blu-ray
Players, Game Consoles, and Smart TVs, and in every market in the world on behalf of content
owners, mobile service providers, cable companies, satellite companies, telecom operators,
streaming video providers. At Arumai, it is not all about money, products, or patents. It is about
values! We value originality and innovation and pour our lives into making the best products on
Earth to the delight of our customers. In the end result, values will win, and we hope the whole
world listens.
http://www.arumaitechnologies.com/white-papers
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